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with the growth of art programs and the increase of studio
classes in colleges the problem of what outcomes should

receive emphasis in the total program has become more basic
than ever to evaluation the primary purpose of this study
was to make a contribution to objective and valid criteria for
the evaluation of college art programs to accomplish this
goal the study sought to identify major outcomes from edu-
cation in art in college to ascertain the relative emphasis
these outcomes should receive in the college art program to
determine the extent to which these outcomes have been
achieved in college and to interpret some specific incidents in
art in college from which might be formulated some critical
requirements for more effective art training

certain widely accepted basic assumptions underlie this
study of outcomes of education in art

1 under our democratic way of life the individual has
the right to expect to be trained to express himself creatively
in his own unique manner in his chosen medium as long as
this expression does not interfere with endanger or abridge
the freedom of others

2 art educators are searching for ways to train young
people inin art that they might contribute to and be happy in
our democratic society the aesthetic principle is deeply
embedded in man and its presence contributes to his well
being 1

dr andrus is professor of art at brigham young university
arthur R young art education in our culture this Is art educa-

tion kutztownKutztown pennsylvania national art education association 1951 p 8
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3 many factors growing out of a rapidly changing cul-
ture are exerting significant influences upon art programs in
college

4 the methods and procedures for effective art training
in college are not clearly defined

5 A study which identifies values from training in art
strengthens the role of art education in our culture to the
extent it contributes useful criteria for the evaluation of college
art programs through the alignment of expected and achieved
outcomes

6 A study of the incidents which are critical to the achieve-
ment or the thwarting of achievement according to the stu-
dent s point of view can be useful in interpreting the study
of outcomes

from a survey which was made of the literature published
in the past twenty years in the fields of art aesthetics and
art education twenty eight concepts were abstracted which
were stated by a majority of writers as kinds of knowledge
attitudes and proficiencies which ideally college graduates
in art should possess these twenty eight concepts represented
the seven general areas of intellectual psychological manual
appreciational educational social and integrationalintegrational aspects
of art education the general areas were not mutually exclu-
sive arid it was not intended that they should be inasmuch
as the permeating ideal of art is integration and exclusiveness
among outcomes is neither possible nor desirable

intellectual outcomes the degree of excellence of art is

controlled by the degree of intelligence of both the creator and
the consumer irwin edman expressed this as

so far from having to do merely with statues pictures and
symphonies art is the name for the whole process of intelli-
gence by which life understanding its own conditions turns
them to the most interesting or exquisite account 2

intellectual outcomes were stated as 1 l1 independent
creative thinking as a part of art work 2 interest in learn

irwin edman arts and the man new york the new american li-
brary 1950 p ab1b10
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ing as related to art 53 understanding of art processes 4
knowledge of the history of art and 5 understanding of
aesthetic theory

psychological outcomes because the creation and ap-
preciation of art depend upon interpretation of sensory res-
ponses awareness and use of feelings and acuity of percep-
tion outcomes from education in art which carry psychologi-
cal implications were expressed as 6 sensitivity to aesthetic
elements of environment 7 personal satisfaction from art
activities 8 freedom of expression in favorite art medium
and 9 ability to sustain intensity of feelings during art
work

manual outcomes ernest ziegfeld outlined the place of
skill in creative activity as

creative activity in the arts therefore seems to involve a
complex of closely related factors there must first of all
be a degree of sensitivity to the environment a responsive-
ness to the experiences of living in addition to emotional
receptivity and awareness the individual must possess an
imaginative capacity which enables him to organize his
responses into new and emotionally significant gtternspatterns and
relationships and finally if the creative ideaea is to be
given material form there must be skill in handling the
techniques and the materials of the artistic medium 3

manual outcomes were stated as 10 facility in the use of
the tools equipment and materials of art 11 ability to
design in one or more medium and 12 skill in recording
graphic symbols

appreciational outcomes appreciational outcomes were
concerned with the analysis and enjoyment of art and utilitar-
ian objects which appeal to the eye melvin rader wrote

although art is obviously a mode of self expression it is
also social just as scientific discourse is the language
of descriptions so artistic expression is the language of apap-
preciations art is the expression of values both individual
and social 4

ernest ziegfeld art in the college program of general education new
york teachers college columbia university 1953 p 81

melvin rader A modern book of esthetics new york henry holt and
company 1952 p xix
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appreciational outcomes from art education were stated as
13 conviction of the importance of aesthetic considerations

in selecting clothing home appliances automobiles and so
forth la14l414 belief in the validity of contemporary art forms
in modern living 15 promotion of appreciation of art and
1616 appreciation of traditional art forms

educational outcomes primarily values from education
in art in college which are vital to the teacher of art were
included under educational outcomes while outcomes listed
in this area can add to the growth and satisfaction of any
student since they center around experiences in analyzing
art relations with people and development of personality
they are indispensable to the teacher of art educational out-
comes appeared as 17 confidence in criticizing the artistic
endeavors of others 18 ability to stimulate others to par-
ticipate in or to learn about art 19 ability to get along well
with people and 20 flexibility

social outcomes of major concern in the group of out-
comes categorized as social outcomes were evidences that the
student in art was preparing to find a place in society as well
as acquiring understandings which would enable him to grow
in economic efficiency and become increasingly useful soc-
ially those outcomes with particular social implications were

21 knowledge of the vocational opportunities in art 22
established professional goals as artist art teacher and so
forth 23 maintaining integrity in the use of creative abil-
ities and 24 recognition of the therapeutic function of art
in our society

integrationalInteg rational outcomes the final four outcomes were
concerned with areas of training in art which would indicate
the ability of the student to consolidate his learning into a
set of personal beliefs as a result of his experiences and train-
ing and his ability to express himself in a somewhat mature
style while working creatively and confidently it was intended
that these integrationalintegrational outcomes would indicate functionally
the unity of the preceding outcomes integrationalIntegrational outcomes
were expressed as 25 A philosophy of art 26 projec-
tion of individuality through plastic and graphic media 27
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synthesizing of ideas feelings and skills in creative work
and 28 preparation to participate professionally in art

the twenty eight concepts became the basis from which
questionnaires were constructed these questionnaires were
sent to eight hundred and twenty persons thisnumberthis number was
divided into three groups as follows 1 1 six hundred and
two students who had graduated from college art departments
during 1954551954 55 and 1955561955 56 2 one hundred and seventy
seven art teachers and 3 forty one art specialists com-
pleted questionnaires were returned by four hundred and sev
enty eight students one hundred and forty five art teachers
and thirty three art specialists making a total of six hundred
and fifty six or so80 per cent of the original number ninety one
letters were returned by the postal service marked not deliv-
erable the six hundred and fifty six completed questionnaires
represented 89.9899899 per cent of the seven hundred and twenty
nine persons who actually received questionnaires identifica-
tion of the three groups reveals the varied scope of interests
and achievements within the groups

identification of student group of the four hundred
and seventy eight students who completed the questionnaire
sixty had graduated from college with a bachelor of science
degree two hundred and ninety six with a bachelor of arts
degree one hundred and nineteen with a bachelor of fine
arts degree and three with a bachelor of education degree

responses indicated that at the time of the study members
of this group were engaged in the following pursuits eighty
one were enrolled in graduate study seven were teaching art
in college two were directors of visual education in college
fifty three were teaching in high schools and junior high
schools twenty were teaching in elementary schools and
thirty seven listed their occupation as that of teaching but did
not signify the level of activity this was a total of two hun-
dred graduates who were in educational activities the listing
of other occupations among the group indicated two were
cartoonist inkers sixteen were in advertising and advertising
art twelve were illustrators two of these were medical illus-
tratorstra tors twenty three were commercial artists one was a
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photographer fourteen were craftsmen ten were interior de-
signers eight were industrial designers six were unspecified
designers fourteen were artist painters two were art thera-
pists two were art directors in television studios sixteen were
office workers six were social workers five were receptionists
five were clerks seven were salespersonssalespersons three were librarians
two were steelworkerssteel workers four were mechanics one was an air-
craft worker two were store employees two were buyers one
was a radio and television performer one was an architect one
was a laborer fifty eight were housewives forty two were in
the armed services and nineteen respondents did not indicate
their occupations

of the four hundred and seventy eight students who com-
pleted questionnaires two hundred and fifty seven were fe-
males and two hundred and twenty one were males

identification of college art teacher group among the
one hundred and forty five college art teachers who checked
questionnaires for the study thirty nine were professors fifty
three were associate profesorsprofessorsprofe sors and fifty three were assistant
professors these represented thirty six college and university
faculties

identification of art specialist group among the thirty
three art specialists who checked questionnaires for the study
eleven were art educators eleven were art administrators
and eleven were artist teachers of the eleven art educators
five were supervisors or directors of art from large districts
in pennsylvania oregon new york colorado and utah two
were professors and one was an associate professor of art edu-
cation from universities in california missouri and washi-
ngton one professor emeritus of art was from washington
DC one assitantassistantassi tant professor of art education was from georgia
and one professor of art education was from illinois the lat-
ter two were engaged in research in art education at the time
this study was made

nine of the eleven art administrators were or had been
chairmen of art or art education departments of large univer-
sities in florida california illinois minnesota pennsylvania
and washington one was director of the department of edu
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cation of a national museum in new york and one was
director of art education for a large city district in washing-
ton this latter juror had previously served as president of the
national art education association the immediate past
president and the former national secretary treasurer of the
national art education association were also in this group

the eleven artist teachers have made contributions to art
as leadirleadinglg artists nationally and internationally they have
taught art and have shown vital interest in art education six
of the eleven were or had been associated with universities
as chairmen professors or artists in residence two were
associated with museum schools painters printmakers de-
signers art historians a sculptor and a ceramist were included
in this group these artist teachers were distributed geograph-
ically as follows alabama california colorado new york
pennsylvania texas and washington

only leaders in their respective fields were invited to par-
ticipate in the study as members of the jury of art specialists

sources of data questionnaires sent to art specialists and
to art teachers were divided into section A and section B
section A asked respondents to rate each of the twenty
eight outcomes according to the relative degree of emphasis
each should receive in the total college art program section

13 of the questionnaire submitted to the jury of art special-
ists asked for the jury member s opinion on the degree to
which each of the outcomes should be achieved in the college
art program section B of the questionnaire submitted to
the art teachers asked for the teacher s opinion as to the
degree students were achieving the twenty eight outcomes
under the present college program

the questionnaire sent to students was designed to obtain
student opinion concerning the extent the twenty eight out-
comes had been achieved by them in college in addition stu-
dents were asked to report an incident which had assisted
achievement at a critical time and an incident which had
thwarted achievement some critical requirements for improved
training in art in college were sought through this critical
incident technique
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the relative importance of the twenty eight outcomes
since the twenty eight outcomes expressed important concepts
regarding art education in college as compiled from literature
in the ffieldleid of art and art education it was assumed that all
were desirable this assumption received verification in the
responses of the jury of art specialists and art teachers re-
garding these outcomes an emphasis point average deter-
mined by weighting responses showed the consensus of opin-
ion rated no outcome worthy of less than medium emphasis
and most outcomes were scored in the area of considerable
emphasis in general there was rather close agreement in the
responses to the various outcomes by the art specialists and
art teachers however the art specialists tended to be more
emphatic whether higher or lower in reactions the rank
orders of emphasis to be given the twenty eight outcomes as
determined by returns from the art specialists and the art
teachers are shown in figure 1 the number preceding the
outcome in each case represents the serial order of the out-
come emphasis point averages are shown for each outcome
in the two lists combined emphasis point averages scored
by art specialists and art teachers placed independent creative
thinking synthesizing of ideas feelings and skills and flex-
ibility highest confidence in criticizing the artistic endeavors
of others recognition of the therapeutic function of art in our
society and skill in recording graphic symbols received the
lowest emphasis point averages in the combined scale

on the basis of the returns it seemed apparent that in
these twenty eight outcomes we have basic criteria for estab-
lishing and evaluating college art programs and unless these
programs are set up to encourage students in individual crit-
ical thinking and creative expression where there is a fine
balance between the tangible skills and intangible ideas and
feelings of art and ability in adjusting to elements with sen-
sitive constructive responses is fostered by the program no
amount of emphasis on skill in recording graphic symbols
confidence in criticizing the artistic endeavors of others or
recognition of the therapeutic function of art in our society
will enable art programs to serve the purposes of art educa-
tion adequately by employing these outcomes as criteria for
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checking practices and programs of art in college some less
important aims may be eliminated or minimized the value
of continued evaluation in art education is apparent when
it is realized that the choices are among many desirable fac-
tors rather than between clear cut good and bad outcomes

the achievement of the twenty eight outcomes in college
art programs responses to the questionnaires indicated
rather wide differences in levels of what was expected of
students by the art specialists the degree of achievement by
students according to the art teachers and student achieve-
ment according to their own opinions for fourteen of the
outcomes the specialists expected greater achievement than
either the students or art teachers indicated was being realized
for seven outcomes in which subjective evaluations and per-
sonal standards were primarily involved the students scored
themselves higher than did the teachers and higher than ex-
pected by the art specialists students consistently indicated
greater achievement of outcomes than did the art teachers

all three participating groups scored the highest level of
achievement for the same outcome maintaining integrity in
the use of creative abilities art students scored highest the out-
comes personal satisfaction from art activities and conviction
of the importance of aesthetic considerations in selecting
clothing home appliances automobiles and so forth this
was a healthy indication that students felt there was a real
transfer of training from the classroom to daily living

while responses from students generally showed a higher
personal evaluation of their achievement than was observed
by teachers there was evidence that achievement in present
college art programs falls short in several vital areas this
was evidenced in the importance rating exceeding the
achievement rating for thirteen of the twenty eight outcomes
the greatest differences between importance rating and achieve-
ment rating were shown for the outcome independent creative
thinking as a part of art work and the outcome synthesizing of
ideas feelings and skills in creative work since these out-
comes were placed first and second respectively in rank
order of importance it was indicated that college art pro
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grams need to be planned for a greater degree of achievement
in creative experiences

critical incidents in college art education of the four
hundred and seventy eight students who checked and returned
questionnaires four hundred and six students reported critical
incidents which had happened in college to assist them in
achieving an important goal or desire in art and four hund-
red and twenty eight students reported critical incidents which
had happened in college to thwart them in achieving an im-
portant goal or desire in art categories for critical incidents
grew out of sorting of student responses there were seven
major categories for critical assisting incidents these were

1 stimulating situation 2 personal achievement 3

new methods and media 4 unusual motivation 5 regu-
lar supporting influences 6 direct instructor influences and

7 recognition responses indicated instructor influences
were the most potent force for assisting achievement in art
with personal achievement of students in second position
critical thwarting incidents formed seven major categories
which were listed as 1 1 limiting situations 2 student
inadequacies 3 poor programs and facilities 4 disruptive
emotional factors 5 rigid requirements 6 inadequate
instruction and 7 unfair treatment by instructors responses
indicated that inadequate instruction and student inadequacies
were the most thwarting factors in art education

conclusions and recommendations each of the twenty
eight outcomes is important in the college aran program and
no one area should be emphasized to the exclusion of any
other area designation of the relative importance of the
twenty eight outcomes is useful in providing qualitative cri-
teria for improving art experiences

in art teaching learning situations symbols for accomplish-
ment are tangible but the meanings of those symbols are illu-
sive and personal and are arrived at in unique and individual
ways therefore feelings are often near the surface and the
ego is readily threatened or rewarded student evaluations of
their own achievement in creative work and in ability to get
along well with other people are usually higher than teacher
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evaluations in these same areas under present art programstroaramstroiro arams
students develop respect for honest art production and recog-
nize individual responsibility for maintaining integrity in the
use of creative abilities unrealistic goals and attitudes in-
abilities or fear of inability limiting factors such as shortage
of time or money physical or emotional difficulties and un-
productive social relationships interfere with student achieve-
ment in art students gain feelings of security and confidence
through art training which enables them to understand the
relationship of art to life situations to formulate realistic pro-
fessionalfessional goals and to adequately prepare for achievement of
those goals

critical conditions and situations exist in college art pro-
grams and should be recognized as potential factors in assist-
ing or thwarting student achievement

As bases for specific moves towards college art program
improvement the following recommendations are made

1 each of the various outcomes should be intensively
studied in relationship to individual programs for example
the elementary figure drawing class should be scrutinized to
see if independent creative thinking is being thwarted by too
rigid insistence on anatomical perfection the question of
whether the student is expected to be a recording mechanism
or an individual aware of his potential as a responding think-
ing entity needs an honest answer physical aspects of such a
class need to be examined to determine if the student is visu-
ally motivated to seek simple graphic truths which contribute
to understanding of problems of life as well as art or if
stereotyped symbols encourage adjustment which is super-
ficial and without understanding in a more thorough manner
than indicated here each outcome should be applied to every
offering in the art program and to the overall correlation of
curriculum materials

2 college art programs should be planned to encourage
creative expression and critical thinking in all of the seven
general areas of intellectual psychological manual appreci-
ationalat educational social and integrationalintegrational aspects of art
education
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3 scheduling of art programs should be examined in re-
lationshiplationship to work involved and sufficient time and oppor-
tunitiestunities should be provided for individual activities short
interrupted periods which curtail possibilities for entering the
creative act should be avoided

4 those individuals who possess ability to employ the
information and materials of art and have an intuitive per-
ception which prepares them to share creative experiences
should be encouraged to enter the field of art education art
teachers should be artist teachers who are interested in and
understand needs of individual students and respect and know
materials of art

5 teacher student relationships should be conducive to
realistic evaluation of student goals and achievements and
should encourage sincere constructive production

6 college art departments need to study means of de-
velopingve stimulating friendly and challenging atmospheres
where art has meaning as an integral part of life


